**Bad boy. Guitares (2)**

duo instrumental

Tōru Takemitsu (1930-1996)

**Date:** 1961

**Note:** Date de composition : 1961 / 1992
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**Editions of this work**

**partitions**

- **partitions (1)**

  → **Bad boy**
  
  for two guitars

  Material description: 1 partition (8 p.) : 31 cm

  Note: Date de création : 1er octobre 1992, Tokyo. - Durée : 3 min. - Cop. 1993

  Edition: Tokyo ; Mainz ; Paris [etc.] : Schott , 1997

  Compositeur:Tōru Takemitsu (1930-1996)

  Link: [catalogue](https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb148149807)
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**Authors related to Bad boy. Guitares (2)**
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[https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb148149807](https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb148149807)
Sources

Catalogue Schott music international, 2000 (www.schott-music.com)